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Jeremy Paxman is an award-winning journalist, who began his career covering the Northern Ireland troubles in the 1970s, then joined
Tonight and Panorama as an investigative reporter. After a spell as a foreign correspondent, he moved inside the studio on the Six O'Clock
News and Breakfast Time.
"One of the UK's most renowned television presenters

In detail

Languages

The former Newsnight anchor Jeremy Paxman is amongst the

He presents in English.

most respected and influential broadcasters in the UK renowned
for his tough questioning of powerful figures of the day. Jeremy

Want to know more?

became synonymous with Newsnight over his 25-year tenure on

Give us a call or send us an e-mail to find out exactly what he

the show. Some of his best-remembered interviews include his

could bring to your event.

repeated questioning of Home Secretary Michael Howard, his
listing of Richard Desmond's adult publications to Tony Blair and

How to book him?

his political debate with Russell Brand. Jeremy has written

Simply phone, fax or e-mail us.

several books and also presented the documentary series and
wrote the accompanying book 'Empire', a study of the good and

Publications

bad sides of Britain's imperial history, and likewise the series and
2013

book 'Britain's Great War'.

Great Britain's Great War

What he offers you

2011

A skilled facilitator and an excellent communicator, Jeremy's

Empire

unique presentation style make him highly sought after not only

2009

as a conference moderator but also as a highly amusing after

The Victorian

dinner speaker.

How he presents
Using his well-honed skills as an interviewer and his razor sharp
wit Jeremy is a brilliant a facilitator. With a blend of hard-hitting
and sarcastic questions, Jeremy enlivens every event with his
witty and entertaining style.

Topics
Current Affairs
The Business of Politics
Managing the Media
Communication
Host/Facilitator
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